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Retreat

➢ to withdraw

➢ from Latin, retrahere ‘pull back’ 

Renew

➢ to make or become new

➢ to begin again
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Relate

➢ make or show a connection between

➢ feel sympathy or identify with
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What happened on stage that had such a powerful impact 
on the way I saw him—and, more importantly, myself?

He was able to break down the human uniform we all wear 

and speak directly to the interior of me. So much so that I 

felt my heart aching and my soul resonating, yearning for 
more. 

It was the definition of a spiritual experience…Bruce on 

stage, alone with his guitar, poetically revealing the essence 
of his life, my life, all life.

What happened with Bruce on Broadway was artistic 

expression at its best. I felt as if this journey we're all on—of 
questioning and discovering—just got expanded. I felt 
deepened, widened, by the singing of it.

FIND YOUR WORDS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TfJBXNzQjS4
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We Believe
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GROWTH

Serve the health care and 

coverage needs of millions
more people, in more 

places, for generations

Lead in prevention, diagnosis, 

and treatment from the simple 
to the most complicated, 
advanced, and technically 

challenging conditions

AFFORDABILITY

Ensure every member, patient, 
and customer experiences the 

best of KP, everywhere
and every time they

interact with us

Be known for having the most 

capable, fulfilled, diverse, 
collaborative, and 
thriving workforce

in health care

Use all our assets and 
influence to help make every 

KP community one of the 
healthiest in the nation

Redesign mental health and 

wellness care and services to 
be a fully integrated part

of the total
health experience

Create engaging, personalized 

experiences that are renowned 
for their simplicity

and results for

members and patients

Make quality health care

and excellent health
affordable for all 

THE MIND

Redesign mental health and 
wellness care and services to 

be a fully integrated part
of the total

health experience


